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Boy gets vocal with Alexa
Sumitomo adds its own robot

PAGE 4

Recycling
moves
‘from a
niche to
mainstream’

PAGE 12

With sustainability and recycling
back in the spotlight, every
company at Fakuma 2021, from
materials and machinery suppliers
to auxiliary equipment makers
such as Stettler Kunststofftechnik
GmbH & Co. KG, were highlighting
their “green” credentials.
Plastics News photo by Caroline Seidel

Marketing, regulations boost Orders on the
recycling equipment business rise for Erema

This is the first time since 2018 that
By Jim Johnson
Fakuma has been held as the K Show in
Plastics News Staff
Düsseldorf, Germany, took center stage
oday is a good day to be in the in 2019, just before the virus took hold.
plastics recycling business. To- Fakuma typically is held in October every
morrow as well. And for the fore- two out of three years but does not complete against the behemoth that is K.
seeable future.
The booth for Gneuss Kunststofftechnik
With rising interest and appetite for
recycled-based products and packaging, GmbH is situated in a front corner of Hall
6, where many recycling relatdemand remains strong for
ed equipment companies are
plastics recycling equipment
located at this year’s Fakuma.
as 2021 looks to turn into
GNEUSS GMBH
The station provides a front2022. Company officials conrow seat to the daily traffic of
tacted on the Fakuma trade
Hall A6,
the show.
show floor to discuss market
Booth A6That’s where Andrea Kossconditions do not expect that
6501
mann spent her time on the
to change anytime soon.
first day of Fakuma. It was
Buyers and sellers throughgetting late in the day, and
out the plastics industry
returned to the halls and hallways of Fa- Kossmann had just finished speaking
kuma 2021 in Friedrichshafen, Germany, with someone when she turned her atafter COVID-19 canceled last year’s show. tention to current market conditions

T

when asked for an assessment.
COVID-19 certainly took a bite out
of business when the pandemic struck
during the first part of 2020, but the Gneuss marketing official said sales have
bounced back nicely and continue to be
strong, she said.
A main driver that’s keeping recycling
equipment companies busy even during
COVID-19 times is approaching European Union regulations requiring recycled
content in PET beverage bottles. These
containers must have at least 25 percent
recycled content by 2025 and 30 percent
by 2030 in a set of rules that also will require tethered caps on single-use plastic
products to help cut down on litter and
increase recycling.
“The other reason,” Kossmann said,
“is marketing.”
Companies are keen to present
See Recycling, Page 14

By Jim Johnson
Plastics News Staff

For a moment
on the Fakuma
show floor, Michael Heitzinger
saw the recycling
market through
the eyes of a baker.
The managing
director of Erema
Hall A6, Booth
Engineering
ReA6-6314
cycling Maschinen und Anlagen
GmbH likened the
recycling equipment market to a cake that continues to expand in the oven. And there’s enough
for Erema and all of the fellow recycling equipment manufacturers to have a sizable slice.
“It’s a big, growing cake,” Heitzinger said
while sitting in Erema’s booth in Hall A6 of
See Erema, Page 11

EREMA
ENGINEERING
RECYCLING
MASCHINEN UND
ANLAGEN GMBH
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Fakuma is the trade show premiere
for Husky’s UltraShot injection system
sign where instead,
there’s an injection plunger for
every single cavity. There’s no loss
Hall A6, Booth A6in pressure as it
6222
travels from the injection unit to the
cavity, creating a
step-change in control. So, balance
and part quality do not degrade
with higher cavitation tooling.”
And, Plumpton said, although
the scalability aspects of the
technology have received a lot
of emphasis, it isn’t purely about
scaling cavitation. He pointed
out that the benefits of moving
from a single centralized injection
control to a distributed system
include being able to reevaluate
part designs.
“It makes things possible that
weren’t possible at all before.
You are no longer limited in wall
thickness, resin type or by a geometry that you just couldn’t
fill,” Plumpton said.
The biggest challenge for very
complex molds is the flow rate
into the cavity, he added. “Normally, you’ll inject, the flow will
start coming out of the gate and
then hesitate, which makes it
Fakuma is the first opportunity
very difficult to fill parts and kills
for Husky to show UltraShot,
your flow path.” This technoloits next-generation injection
gy delivers the pressure close to
system, to the general public.
the gate, which eliminates dealPlastics News photos by Caroline Seidel
ing with pressure waves that are
transmitted through the melt
from the injection unit, eliciting
a direct response.
“So it is about scale, but that’s
not all it is. The other real benefit
is having part designers reimagine something that’s easier to use,
a better medical device — something that really can provide an
advantage that other designers
can’t provide. Not just improving
profitability. But I think what we
all want is to be able to say, ‘This
part differentiates me.’ When I go
to the shelf, the customer picks
that because feel, look, feasibility. If we enable that creativity —
from a part design perspective
— then I think that has a lot of
value.”
In other news, Husky has also
expanded its e-commerce capabilities with the launch of its first
online configurator for hot runners and controllers, Ellis added. He said Husky had noticed
mold makers demonstrating interest in low-cavitation systems
— “single cavities, two drops,
four drop systems” — that they
an extruder. The technology de- wanted to be able to configure
livers very high pressure at the quickly and get the engineering
gate, so we gain a huge amount drawings for fast.
“We developed an online tool
of control, far more than with
conventional systems. We can that essentially allows mold makcontrol how the melt flows into ers to configure a Husky hot runner with all the same high-qualthe cavity.”
In a normal process, he said, ity, high-performance aspects
there’s the reciprocating screw they would normally get, but in
and one plunger that injects for a simplified manner, even withall cavities. The melt “splits and in minutes. Unlike competitor
splits,” each time losing some bal- companies doing this, however,
ance and pressure from one cavi- is not a modular, pick-and-play
system, but is highly customty to the next.
“What we’ve done, is we’ve ized, with everything still made
created an injection circuit de- by us,” Ellis said.

HUSKY INJECTION
MOLDING SYSTEMS

By Karen Laird
Sustainable Plastics
Announcing a new product
during the coronavirus pandemic is hard enough. But finding
ways to introduce it to potential
customers was a real challenge,
said Mike Ellis, global business
manager for hot runners and
controllers at Husky Injection
Molding Systems.
“We launched UltraShot, our
next-generation injection system,
at the beginning of this year, sold
a number of systems around the
world but haven’t had the chance
to demonstrate it. Here, at the
Fakuma, is the first opportunity
we’ve had to actually show it to
the general public,” he said.
The injection system occupied pride of place at the Husky
booth, where it was molding a
medical application — a diagnostic array used to identify infectious diseases.
“Our customers were molding
the part — a very small, very thin,
sievelike disk — in a two-cavity
system that they were having
problems producing even at that
low cavitation. With the UltraShot
technology, we were able to scale
up to a production cell with eight
cavities — in other words, quadruple production in that single
cell. The technology makes it possible to scale up much faster and
to do something that would not
be possible using conventional
technology,” Ellis said.
“The thing about UltraShot is,
when you’re making a part like

Aurelien Bastien from
Husky Injection Molding
Systems.

Samples from
Husky at
Fakuma 2021 in
Friedrichshafen,
Germany.
this, a part designer will want
to know how it’s done,” said Jim
Plumpton, product development
manager for hot runners and
one of the two developers of the
technology.
The injection system, he explained, essentially eliminates the

deficiencies of traditional injection molding processes.
“We’ve reengineered the injection molding process,” he said.
“We basically take control of the
injection processes away from
the injection unit. Without an injection unit, it’s just a plasticizer,
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Avient helps Bic make a
more sustainable razor
By Frank Esposito
Plastics News Staff
Materials maker Avient Corp.
has sharpened its approach to
sustainability.
The Avon Lake, Ohio-based firm
is supplying a recycled content
thermoplastic elastomer to iconic
manufacturer Société Bic SA for
use in a women’s razor. In a news
release, Avient officials said that
when Bic engineers were challenged to use more recycled materials in the proposed razor, they
found answers in a grade of Avient’s reSound R-brand material.
The material has a soft, grippy
feel and is highly colorable. It’s
formulated to achieve 62 percent
recycled content, helping Clichy,
France-based Bic live up to its
sustainability promises.
The Avient material is used
in the handle of the Bic Soleil
Click 5, which will be available
to consumers in Spring 2022. By
combining reSound R TPE with a
transparent plastic that also has
recycled content, the refillable razor reaches more than 40 percent
recycled content in total.
“Each customer has different
sustainability needs,” Avient
Senior Marketing Manager Deborah Sondag said Oct. 13 at Fakuma 2021. “Aesthetics and performance are both important for
a consumer brand.”
She added that the recycled-content TPE “performs just
like standard grades — there’s no

trade-off in quality.”
In a news release, Thomas Brette,
Bic group insights and innovations
officer, said that the new razor handle “is another exciting milestone
on our sustainability journey to explore new or alternative options to
transform our products.”
Last year, Bic committed to using
50 percent of nonvirgin petroleum
plastic for its products by 2030.
“To achieve these goals, our
R&D and procurement teams are
constantly finding innovative
solutions that limit our products’
impact on the planet,” Brette said.
Walter Ripple, Avient sustainability vice president, added in
the release that collaborating
with Bic “aligns closely with our
sustainability commitments as a
specialty formulator and our focus on helping customers meet
their sustainability goals.”
Avient, which changed its name
from PolyOne in July 2020, can
increase the overall percentage
of recycled content in additional
reSound R grades to more than 80
percent at performance comparable to prime grades. Officials said
these grades can replace traditional TPEs in personal care, lawn
and garden, outdoor high performance, footwear, office supplies,
houseware durables and automotive applications.
Sondag added that Avient customers remain interested in many
kinds of sustainable materials.
“They’re looking for ways to
meet their sustainability goals

The Avon Lake, Ohio-based firm
is supplying a recycled content
thermoplastic elastomer to iconic
manufacturer Société Bic SA for
use in a women’s razor.
Greg Harding photo

AVIENT CORP.
Hall B5, Booth
B5-5316

Each customer has
different sustainability
needs. Aesthetics and
performance are both
important for a consumer
brand.”
Deborah Sondag
Avient Corp.
and commitments, and Bic is a
good example,” she said.
Bic is a market leader in pens,
stationery, lighters and shavers.
The firm posted sales of about 1.63

billion euros ($1.88 billion) in 2020.
Also at Fakuma, Avient debuted
new bio-filled polymer grades to
strengthen the firm’s sustainable
solutions portfolio. The new re-

Sound NF-brand bio-filled grades
are based on resins such as polypropylene with 15-20 percent
bio-based filler. The filler is made
from waste plant sources that
would otherwise be landfilled.
Avient is one of the world’s
largest concentrate makers and
one of North America’s largest
compounders and resin distributors. The firm employs more
than 8,000 worldwide.
In 2020, Avient posted sales of
about $3.2 billion. After acquiring
the global masterbatch concentrates business of Clariant AG,
Avient expects 2021 sales to be
around $4.6 billion.

Starlinger closing the loop in food-grade applications
By Jim Johnson
Plastics News Staff
Starlinger & Co. GmbH is adapting technology that will provide a
simpler, lower-cost approach to
completely closing the loop when
recycling polyolefins for foodgrade applications.
Along with allowing for up to
100 percent recycled content in
packaging, the new method also
will cut the cost of processing,
said Armin Villa, regional sales
manager for Starlinger, while on
the Fakuma trade show floor.
Starlinger has just received letters of no objection from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration to
utilize its recycled pellet reconditioning system created earlier with
odor reduction in mind to help
boost polyolefin recycling capabilities for food-grade applications.
Adaptations of the system
now allow customers to close
the loop and use 100 percent recycled content for high density
polyethylene milk bottles and
HDPE caps through the FDA letters of nonobjection. Previous
approaches limited recycled content to 50 percent.
A key to the new approach
is that recyclers need to know
where the HDPE has been and

how the material has been used.
“It only works on materials
where you can ensure the traceability is given of the materials,”
Villa said.
The reconditioning system was
developed in recent years to remove suborn odors from recycled
HDPE bottles holding products
like detergents and shampoos.
“All materials where there
still might be a smell in it,” Villa said. The changes now allow
for food-grade resin recycling at
100 percent.
“That’s what we’ve been focusing on. Trying to improve the processes, not only quality but also
to make it more interesting for
the market,” Villa said. “A simple
process which is proven technology-wise, but upgrading it, that
you can go with the same process
for not only odor reduction but
also go into some material applications for food.”
The entire recycling process
being touted by Starlinger includes three main steps: material
preparation, highly efficient degassing and post-treatment pellet
treatment.
“Compared to methods which
merely bind odors through the
use of additives and thereby enclose them in the final pellet, the

Starlinger
process
removes the foreign
STARLINGER & CO.
substances
that
GMBH
cause the smell and
delivers permanently
Hall A6, Booth
smell-improved pelA6-6010
lets,” the company
said in a statement.
Starlinger has offered used solid state polycondensation reactor technology,
more typically used for PET, as an
approach to allow for 50 percent
recycled content in polyolefins.

A simple
process which
is proven technologywise, but upgrading
it, that you can
go with the same
process for not only
odor reduction but
also go into some
material applications
for food.”
Armin Villa
Starlinger & Co. GmbH

Armin Villa, regional sales
manager for Starlinger.
Plastics News photo by Caroline Seidel
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Boy tests machine voice commands with Amazon Alexa

By Catherine Kavanaugh
Plastics News Staff
The day could be coming when
plastics processors can ask Alexa
if it’s going to rain before leaving
home and then at work direct her
to put a Dr. Boy GmbH & Co. KG
injection molding machine into
setup mode.
Alexa would then tell the ma-

chine to setup or go into manual, automatic, semiautomatic or
stop modes.
Voice control could be an advantage for machine operators
now using touchscreen controls
if they are prone to getting particulate or oil on their hands, according to Christian Storz, Boy
export manager.
Maybe this feature isn’t nec-

Bernd Fischer, director of
process engineering and
service from Boy, speaks
to Alexa, activating a
machine at Fakuma 2021 in
Friedrichshafen, Germany.
Plastics News photo by Caroline Seidel

essary, Storz added, but Boy is
using it to discuss the relevance
of artificial intelligence in the future, Storz said at an Ask Alexa
demonstration.
“How important is AI to injection molding machinery and how
important is it to have a voice

ENLIGHTEN YOUR
ORGANIZATION
With a corporate subscription, you
and your organization will have
access to the news and analysis
you need to make informed
business decisions at a discounted
rate.

GET STARTED TODAY!

www.plasticsnews.com/corporatesubscontact

control,” Storz asked. “Does it lations, demonstrating cooling
make sense or not? That is what water distribution with electronic flow quantity recording for the
we want to discuss.”
Boy “injectioneers,” as the first time and showing a software
company calls them, have been molding assistant.
The introduction of the WLAN
studying the language control of
industrial machines and are test- stick further digitalizes factories,
ing the assistance system for the Kühr said. Operators of presses
plastics industry at Fakuma 2021. with the Procan Alpha 4-brand
Like Amazon’s Alexa, the injec- control can communicate wiretion molding machine can per- lessly with the machine, use reform certain basic commands mote monitoring, connect the
via voice input, according to Boy press to the internet by
Thomas Kühr, head of electronic hotspotting with a smartphone
design for the builder of injection via WLAN and get immediate asmolding machines with clamping sistance by remote control.
For quick help, the user can
forces up to 125 tons.
“Presently it is not intended to allow access to the machine
take this into series production control system for remote mainin the short term,” Kühr said in tenance via virtual network
an email. “We would like to enter computing and Boy’s repeater
into dialogue in order to find out server at its headquarters in
which assistance systems are de- Neustadt-Fernthal, Germany.
“By activating the repeater funcsired and where the customers
tion, remote maintenance can be
see the greatest benefit.”
Digitalization and automation carried out via the Boy server,”
of presses is on display at Faku- Kühr said.
In another digital advancema, which is also the trade fair
premiere of a new feature for ment, Boy software called “Moldthe 3-year-old Boy 125 E — a ma- ing Assist” identifies injection
chine with a clamping force of molding faults and suggests
125 tons and a footprint of 5.22 solutions. The solutions are displayed from corresponding setsquare meters.
The press is producing poly- ting pages of the Procan ALPHA 4
propylene stacking boxes in 18.5 control for easy troubleshooting.
seconds with the molded prod- The intelligent software system
ucts taken by the gripper of a ro- then adopts the successful strategy and automatically adapts fubotic Boy LR 5 handling unit.
A new feature of the press is ture solution proposals.
“The Boy ‘Molding Assist’ brings
an electromechanically operated
expert knowledge
ejector that is availdirectly to the inable as an option
jection molding mafor its larger Boy 50
DR. BOY GMBH
chine,” Kühr said.
to Boy 125 injection
& CO. KG
“The shortage of
molding machines.
skilled workers with
The ejector feaHall A7,
expert knowledge
tures an operating
Booth A7-7101
reinforced Boy's demode that is indecision to develop
pendent of the main
an intelligent, learndrive of the press;
adjustable speed profiles (up to ing assistant system. This uses
500 millimeters per second) with an edge device to access expert
high accuracy and dynamics; and knowledge directly on the injecexact track positioning of the ejec- tion molding machine screen.”
The device can extend the functor with synchronization of the
tionality of the injection molding
ejector and handling-movement.
Kühr said there are several ben- machine's screen, he added, as
efits to having an operating mode well as access to the Boy homepindependent of the main drive of age and Boy’s own apps, such as
material databases, is possible.
the injection molding machine.
As for the electronic record“Shorter cycle time and parallel machine movements, such as ing for cooling water flow, Boy
the mold opening and simultane- plans to make that standard in
ous ejector movement, are possi- all presses with Procan Alpha 4.
Fakuma visitors can get familiar
ble,” he said.
In other Boy demonstrations, a with the function and test it at a
hybrid Boy 80 E combined with Boy press on exhibit.
The flow quantity set is digia Boy 2C S is showing automated
production of wine spouts. An LR tally recorded and shown on the
5 robot removes the parts, which machine display. Target quantiare then taken to an ultrasonic ties and tolerances can be set,
welding system so a decanting displayed and monitored.
“A target range for the flow
insert can be shrink-wrapped.
In another demonstration, a rate can be defined in the conBoy 35 E is producing protective trol,” Kühr said. “If deviations
dental caps from liquid silicone occur and the measured value is
rubber in a four-cavity mold. A not within the target range, the
LR5 robot removes the caps and control system sends a warning
to the operator. The recorded
puts them on a conveyor belt.
A similar demonstration shows values can be stored in the prothe side parts of a breathing mask tocol per shot/cycle.”
A temperature display with
being removed from the mold by
a picker and placed on a convey- process data monitoring is availor belt. This automation is likely able as an option.
Founded in 1968, Boy is a prithe most compact production cell
at Fakuma 2021, according to Boy vately held builder of injection
molding machines with clamping
Managing Partner Alfred Schiffer.
In addition, Boy is introduc- forces up to 125 tons. The coming a wireless local area network pany says it has delivered nearstick to make its network com- ly 50,000 injection molding mapatible without complex instal- chines worldwide.
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Fakuma opens with fewer exhibitors but big topics for in-person talks
By David Vink
Plastics News Correspondent
Organizers of Fakuma 2021 had
1,600 booth reservations early in
planning for the event in Friedrichshafen, Germany. But as the
show opened Oct. 12, 1,470 booths
were occupied.
Bettina Schall, managing director of show organizer P.E. Schall
GmbH & Co. KG, said at a press
event opening the show that some
potential exhibitors expressed
concerns about whether they
should participate. That is an understandable concern, she said.
That lower number, however, is
close to the participation at Fakuma 2018, the last event prior to the
pandemic, and the same amount
of floor space is being used —
85,000 square meters.
Schall pointed out that Fakuma
2021 is “one of the largest presence
fairs this fall.” Schall’s own Motek/
Bondexpo fair, held earlier in October, showed the
need for such
trade fairs.
“Exhibitors
are going with
us in the new
start and we are
happy
about
this.
What
counts is that
we are making
the restart with
Schall
a lively exhibition, so visitors
meet each other again. This is precisely what we
have waited for,” she said.
Certainly there is much to discuss: recycling, climate, professional staff shortages, digitization,
raw material shortages, supply
chains, “and all of these themes
are not at all trivial.”
Fakuma
Project
Manager
Annemarie Schur said this year’s
exhibitors came from 39 countries, with 800 exhibitors coming
from Germany. With foreign exhibitors accounting for 12 percent of
the total, Italy leads with 180 exhibitors, followed by 86 from Switzerland and 71 each from Austria
and France. Schur said almost all
of the exhibitors had planed to attend Fakuma 2020, but Schall was
forced to cancel the event: “This
was painful,” she said.
“We want to go into the future
with confidence, large exciting
themes, such as e-mobility, circular economy, sustainability. Be assured that this Fakuma offers the
platform to master this task,” she
continued. The image of plastics
seems to have become worse than
ever, Schur observed, “but they
are indispensable.” It is easy to
say “get rid of plastics, but that is
more easily said than done.”
In a presentation by Martin
Bastian, director of the SKZ Süddeutsches
Kunststoff-Zentrum
institute at Würzburg University,
Bastian addressed another shortage, that of students. He explained
that there has been a 50 percent
drop over the past few years in
students willing to study subjects
relating to the plastics industry.
“This is an alarm signal,” he
said. “We spend just 1 percent on
workplace training in the plastics
industry, yet 3-4 percent on R&D.
“If we forget to invest in the ...

Visitors walking
the grounds
of Fakuma
2021 in
Friedrichshafen,
Germany.

Plastics News photo
by Caroline Seidel

people in our industry, we are
making a mistake — Fakuma is an
ideal platform to discuss this subject,” he said.
Bastian added he is also con-

cerned about the poor image of
plastics, pointing out that there is
ignorance of facts when it comes
to plastics’ ability to extend food
shelf life, that alternatives can

weigh as much as 3.6 times more,
need 2.2 times more energy or
emit 2.7 times more CO2.
“Plastic is not an enemy of the
climate. We have to acquire more
responsibility by explaining such
facts in schools, kindergartens, as
well as ensuring products are designed for recycling and exploiting
potential to save 30 percent energy in production,” he said.
Efforts also have to be made in
lobbying politicians. Here, Bastian
is particularly upset at the prime
minister of the Federal State of
Bavaria, Markus Söder, having apparently called for a plastics-free
Bavaria, a move that would be dif-

ficult for carmakers in the region,
including BMW AG.
Thomas Probst of the BVSE Federal German Association for Secondary Raw Materials and Waste
Disposal complained that authorities responsible for recycling regulations and organization rightly
consider packaging plastics as
recyclable, but plastic parts from
cars as not recyclable. He also
described the European Union’s
proposed 2 percent limit on plastic waste export from the EU and
6 percent limit for within the EU
as a “double-edged sword,” as it
results in particular plastics being
taken out of the recycling stream.
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Hellweg’s Smart Control digitalized
granulators take off in the market
Mark Hellweg
from Hellweg
Maschinenbau at
Fakuma 2021 in
Friedrichshafen,
Germany.
Plastics News photos by
Caroline Seidels

By David Vink
Plastics News Correspondent
Standing alongside one of the
digitalized granulators, Mark
Hellweg, managing director of
granulator producer Hellweg

Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG,
noted that there were fewer
booth visitors compared with
earlier Fakuma fairs.
He stressed however: “But it is
the quality that counts, as it was
at Kuteno 2021,” another recent

plastics industry fair, in northern Germany.
The Roetgen, Germany-based
company’s first digitalized granulator was launched at K 2019,
which was a highlight “before
the crisis,” Hellweg said. “But

Hall A 7
Booth 7101

despite the pandemic, we mean- in 2020, so looking ahead, Hellwhile already sell 70 percent of weg expects 2021 turnover to
our granulators equipped with exceed the record 2019 level by
around 30 percent, or maybe as
digitalization, the entire range.”
This achievement exceeded much as 40 percent.
The MDSi 600/300 granulator
the company’s own expectations.
There is strong demand for on the booth is a midsized granthe new “i” Smart Control ver- ulator. The company’s largest
will be shown
sion
granulaon Nov. 4-5 at
tors with their
HELLWEG MASCHINENBAU the PRSE PlasEthernet-based,
GMBH & CO. KG
tics Recycling
systemwide
Show
Europe
OPC-UA
standard
network
Hall A1, Booth A1-1005 in Amsterdam,
organized
by
provision
of
Crain Commuenergy
consumption, motor speed, bearing nications. That particular huge
temperatures, complemented by granulator weighs 12 tonnes, is
data on the condition of blades, four meters high and has a 3-bysieves and drive belts, but Hell- 3-meter footprint, described by
weg is already working on mak- Mark Hellweg as some 10 times
ing further progress in this area. larger than the one on show at
He cannot yet reveal what he has Fakuma.
Hellweg stressed that Hellweg
in mind but says details will be
granulators have always been enrevealed at K 2022.
But the level of digitalization is ergy-efficient, typically running
already quite advanced. It takes with energy consumption of 75
a touch on the control screen kwH compared with around 110to change from “eco” to “boost” 150 kwH for competitors, “but we
mode, namely from 60-90 percent have now made the next jump by
power to 130 percent power, also cutting consumption even furto select the type of plastic be- ther, from 75 kwH to 45 kwH.”
He stressed that this has been
ing granulated, with or without
achieved without any reduction
glass-fiber reinforcement.
Hellweg says the business sit- in granulator throughput.
Aside from digital data and
uation for the company is very
positive. Record sales had been networking capabilities, Hellachieved in 2019, but effects of weg highlighted the low vibrathe pandemic resulted in around tion and noise level, thanks to a
flywheel to provide torque and
a 10 percent drop in 2020.
But the order books were full smooth running.

Hellweg
Maschinenbau
at Fakuma
2021 in
Friedrichshafen,
Germany.

BOY
meets the
Internet
of Things

Dr. Boy GmbH & Co. KG
info@dr-boy.de
www.dr-boy.de
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Domo to exclusively produce Technyl brand globally
By Sarah Kominek
Plastics News Staff
Domo Chemicals will exclusively produce and sell Technyl
nylons and rebrand all of its
compounds under the name,
starting Feb. 1, 2022, after the
end of a noncompete agreement
with BASF.
Domo’s
Domamid,
Econamid and Thermec brands will
be merged under the Technyl
brand, which includes high
thermal and chemical resistance materials, light engineering solutions to replace metal,
aluminum, thermoset, flame-retardant materials for electrical
protection, aesthetic materials
and
colored
compounds, a
release said.
It also includes Technyl
Orange,
a
flame-retardant
product range
for high-voltage
components
and
cabling,
specifically deGuerineau
veloped for the
e-mobility market segment.
The company acquired Solvay’s Performance Polyamides
Business, including the brand,
in 2020.
Domo’s Technyl 4Earth sustainable polyamide grades are a
“game-changer” for the company, the release said, and “significantly reduces the environmental impact of polyamide parts.”
The patented technology uses
material from airbags to reproduce nylon 6, Philippe Guerineau, vice president of Domo
Polymer and Intermediates, told
Plastics News on Oct. 12 at the
Fakuma trade show.
The product’s life cycle assessment shows its carbon footprint reduced by a quarter, its
consumption of nonrenewable
resources by half, and more than
two-thirds reduction in water
use compared with traditional
compounds, according to the
company.
Customers ask about sustainability “every day,” Guerineau
said, adding that Domo hopes to
attract new customers and new
talent with its initiatives.
Domo has an objective to cut
20 percent of its CO2 emissions
at its plant globally in the next
few years, he said. “It’s a massive, massive challenge.”
The company plans to use
wind turbines to produce electricity specifically for its location in Germany, Guerineau
said. In France, Domo may use
a nuclear power plant close to
its location or hydroelectricity
from a nearby dam, he said.
One of its plants has a cogeneration unit producing part of its
electricity, he added.
Domo is working with Covestro and Bosch on initiatives using blockchain technology to
identify product life cycles to
further circularize its production, Guerineau said.
“You have a clear need of products that are not only sustainable

but … that these solutions are
really bringing an advantage for
the customer and really answering the technological needs of
the customer,” he said. “It’s not
just a replacement. … It needs to
clearly bring something sustainable all of the time.”

COVID-19, EV
adoption changes
Due to the pandemic, Domo
“heavily invested” in protecting
workers in plants, using digi-

tal technology to communicate
both upstream and downstream
of its market.
This year at Fakuma, Domo
didn’t have a booth and instead
used a private room at the event
to meet with customers and
press to lessen the staff’s exposure to others, Guerineau said.
“A lot of disruption on the
supply side on chemicals …
on polyamide 6 and 6/6 … of
transportation, especially out of
Asia” affected the company over
the last year and a half, he said.
The global microchip short-

age is also “adding one layer on
the situation, which is already
very challenging in the industry,” Guerineau added.
“In 2021, we see a good rebound [in the automotive market] compared to last year,” he
said. “2022 should not be as
good in terms of rebound as
2021. … Unfortunately in 2022
we are forecasting to be below
2019 levels,” as the company
plans to focus on electric mobility and lightweighting.
If the market rebound happens, specifically in EVs, he said,

he expects it to do so slowly.
“For the next five years,”
Guerineau said, as the market
slowly rebounds, there will be
“a change in the mix of the car
collection on the planet,” which
is currently a majority internal-combustion-engine vehicles.
“We see this evolving to EVs in a
few years,” he said. “You need polyamide to have an ICE engine and to
adapt to electrical vehicles.”
The company hopes to “properly forecast the mix,” he added,
as it helps to “achieve higher
distance for electrical vehicles.”

Faster than
you might expect.
Long delivery times and short-term requests are troublesome:
With ENGEL you have the necessary agility and flexibility.
We offer you professional and especially quick help. Whether
it is our all-electric e-mac or our tie-bar-less victory series, our
stock injection moulding machines are there for you in no time.

engelglobal.com/stockmachines
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KIMW project evaluates injection
molding ‘plastic-free plastic’
By David Vink
Plastics News Correspondent
The highlight at the booth of
Lüdenscheid,
Germany-based
KIMW Kunststoff-Institut Lüdenscheid is the development of a
material for use in a process that
the institute chooses to call “paper injection molding.”
KIMW Sales Manager Marius
Fedler revealed that the material is, in fact, a biodegradable
compound made from cellulose
fibers, chalk and starch that can
be processed like a thermoplastic by normal injection molding,
including cases where hot runners are used.
Fedler says the Rapperswil,
Switzerland-based IWK institute
of materials and plastics processing technology at OST Eastern
Switzerland Technical University has also supported KIMW in
its work with the paper injection
molding material.
Fedler identified a molded rectangular box displayed
at the booth as having been
molded with a Frankenberg,
Germany-based Günther Heisskanaltechnik GmbH hot-runner
system. Fedler said that the material doesn’t leave any deposits
on injection mold surfaces.
Parts molded in the material can
be composted in conventional industrial compost plants that are
used for established biodegradable plastics, namely under conditions of high heat and humidity.
But unlike many established
biodegradable plastics, the KIMW
material can also be composted
in home composters, as these
provide microorganisms that
break down the material. KIMW
left a 3- to 5-millimeter-thick
spoon in the new material in such
a composter and it disappeared
entirely within five months.
Unlike conventional thermoplastics, this degradation progresses without leaving behind
microplastic particles, the presence of which in the world’s
oceans remains of great concern.
The same applies to parts left
in the open environment, Fedler
said, although the rate of degradation is much slower then.
On show at the KIMW booth
at Fakuma is a C-fix grip product, a device that enables doorknobs and handles to be opened
without touching with the hand,
a clear hygiene requirement
during a pandemic. KIMW has
distributed a large number of the
C-fix ”corona” grips in the Lüdenscheid area as a local contribution to combating COVID-19.
Some 18 companies have signed
up for participation in the KIMW
paper injection molding project,
involving molders, packaging
and medical components producers. Fedler rates the medical
components area as particularly
interesting, as single-trip biodegradable parts should have great
appeal in the medical sector.

KIMW KUNSTSTOFFINSTITUT LÜDENSCHEID
Hall A5, Booth A5-5312

New material moldings on
display at the booth include
a number of in-mold grained
demonstration plaques.
Plastics News photos by Caroline Seidel

He added that Halver, Germany-based medical parts molder
Meding GmbH has already introduced paper injection molding
material into serial production.
Meding has Arburg and Engel
injection molding machines and
can mold parts with injection
weights of 0.1-3,000 grams.
Meding capabilities include
foam molding, which is an area
KIMW wants to investigate with
the new material. But there are
many other areas being looked
at, such as coloring with color masterbatch, laser scribing
through use of appropriate laser-sensitive additives, plasma
vapor deposition, printing, welding and screw insertion. Fedler
does not rule out some potential
automotive applications, in view
of that industry’s pressing need
to reduce CO2 emissions.
Moldings in the new material
on display at the booth include

a number of in-mold grained
demonstration plaques, including a wood-effect grain. Such ability to mold structural graining is
clearly of interest for automotive
applications.

Bad Berleberg, Germany-based
molder Agrodur Grosalski GmbH
& Co. KG is one of the molders involved in the KIMW paper molding project and also shows molded examples on its Fakuma booth.

Kunststoff-Institut
Lüdenscheid presents paper
Injection molding at Fakuma
2021 in Friedrichshafen,
Germany.
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Shredded material
at Lindner Washtech
GmbH at Fakuma 2021
in Friedrichshafen,
Germany.

LINDNER WASHTECH GMBH
Hall A6, Booth A6-6108

Plastics News photos
by Caroline Seidel

Lindner Washtech
introduces hot-wash
recycling system to
make food-grade resin
By Jim Johnson
Plastics News Staff
When Lindner Washtech GmbH
packed up the crates and took
down the signs after the K Show
in 2019, the recycling equipment
maker absolutely knew it was
time for change.
Spurred by customer demand
voiced at the trade show held
every three years, the Grossbottwar, Germany-based subsidiary
of Lindner Recyclingtech GmbH
went back to the drawing board
with its hot-wash system.
And now, the company is showing off the new tower approach at
Fakuma just about two years later.
Hot-wash systems are used in
conjunction with cold-wash systems when the quality of recycled
plastic has to increase to reach
food- and bottle-grade standards,
said Marcel Willberg, sales manager for Lindner Washtech.
Cold wash can get plastic most
of the way there, but adding a
hot-wash system into a Lindner
recycling line can increase production quality that incremental
step needed for food-grade applications, he explained.
“With the hot-wash system, let’s
say we improve the quality level
the last 1 to 2 percent. So this is
really that this goes in high-grade
applications: food-grade applications, bottle to bottle,” he said.
Hot-wash systems help in the
final removal of materials such
as glue, ink and paper fiber as
well as odor to allow the recycled resin to be used when
stronger standards need to be
met, Willberg explained.
Creating a cleaner resin also
allows the material to be used
in other nonfood-grade but higher-end consumer product packaging. Consumers are increasingly
asking for higher recycled content
in their containers, and brand
owners are responding by asking
for more and cleaner streams of

recycled resin.
This trend, Willberg said, is creating demand for more Lindner
machinery as companies work
toward achieving sustainability
goals they have established, often
using 2025 or 2030 as target dates.
“They want to promote recycled material, bottles from 100
percent [recycled resin] because
the customers, the final users, are
asking for it,” he said. These consumers are increasingly willing to
spend extra money for products
using 100 percent recycled plastic
in the packaging.
Lindner’s new hot-wash system
stacks two “cubes” or tanks that
use a combination of water heated to 70-80° C (158-176° F) and
friction to provide the extra cleaning. Each cube commonly washes
for 5-8 minutes and the material
goes through each cube. The process also can include a caustic
solution to aid in the cleaning. A
closed-loop system keeps water
from the hot-wash system separate from the cold wash.
While Lindner is only now officially introducing the hot-wash
system to customers on a broad
scale at Fakuma, the firm actually has already sold four units,
Willberg said.
“We saw the market. There is
a demand for higher-quality applications,” Willberg said. “After
the K show, more and more customers asked for hot-wash systems. This is the reason why we
invested engineering capacity in
this field, especially for the hotwash system.”
The company’s new tower
approach also allows for different types of plastics, including
different films and rigids, to be
processed. The company’s previous approach could not handle
PET effectively due to density
that caused the material to sink
to the bottom of the equipment,
Willberg said.
Higher virgin resin prices also

Marcel Willberg,
sales manager for
Lindner Washtech
GmbH.

have been helping demand for
Lindner recycling equipment, he
explained.
That’s because recycled resin
pricing moves, to a large extent,
in concert with virgin pricing.
And these higher prices are allowing processors to invest more in
new equipment to handle increasing demand, Willberg said.

Innovate. Optimize.
Grow. Repeat.
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Netstal’s Elion 2200
produces food containers
at Fakuma 2021 in
Friedrichshafen, Germany.

injection dynamics.
cations, said in an email.
Also, plasticizing was deDuring production, a pre-printed band of the coated cardboard signed to ensure optimum color
is inserted into the two cavities homogeneity.
of the mold using in-mold-labeling
(IML) robotics.
PP is then injected via channels to fill the rim of the bucket
Looking ahead, in January 2022,
and firmly bond it to the card- Netstal will offer ISO 17025 acboard band.
credited calibration of injection
The material also fills the skele- molding machines, which is needton, which has a wall thickness of ed regularly by medical molders.
0.92 millimeters in the area of the Trained calibration personnel will
flow bars and is made in the same guarantee measurement accuracy
injection molding
of the relevant senprocess as the rim
sor signals within a
NETSTAL GROUP
with a cycle time of
defined range.
five seconds.
Netstal has fulPP is used for the
filled the certificaHall B5, Booth
cardboard
coattion criteria as an
B5-5217
ing, too, to ensure
accredited laboradurability of the
tory, according to
contents and tightISO 17025. The cerness. The package also has plas- tificate is expected to be issued
tic seams.
by the Swiss Accreditation SerWith this application, Netstal vice by the end of the year.
and its partners created a novel
“Netstal will then be consid1.2-liter pail with minimal weight ered an accredited laboratory
and maximum content of renew- and will be able to offer ISO 17025
able raw materials, Birchler said. accredited calibrations to its cusThe amount of plastic used is re- tomers,” Birchler said, adding the
duced and replaced with coated service is subject to a fee.
cardboard, he added.
When asked about the recyclability of coated cardboard,
Birchler said, “After consultation
Netstal also is promoting its
with the German Recycling Paper free e-service document reposi+ Cardboard Association, even tory for customers, which is ofif the product is sent to the car- fered as part of its so-called Life
ton collection, it is sorted out for Cycle concept.
thermal recycling. If there is an
The company has been offerexisting recycling stream for Tetra ing its own online service portal
Paks in a country, the plastic can since 2018.
be separated from the cellulose
The repository it includes elimby remaining in a water bath for a inates the need to search for spelonger period of time.”
cific machine documents. The
Tetra Pak, part of Swiss-based platform provides access to elecTetra Laval Group, is a food pro- trical diagrams, technical data
cessing, packaging and distribu- and setting instructions.
tion company for dairy products,
Quick identification and orbeverages, ice cream, cheese, dering of spare parts is possible,
vegetables and pet food. The too, by an integrated 3D spare
business is focused on reducing parts catalog with graphic visuthe use of all raw materials and alization of the individual maenergy during manufacturing and chine components.
distribution.
Also, service support can be
In addition to Spies, Netstal requested through a simple tickpartnered with Muller Technolo- eting system.
gy Conthey, Motan Colortronic,
Netstal builds injection moldEF Cooling, Sabic, Stora Enso and ing machines with clamping forcEngelhardt Etikett.
es between 80 and 1,000 tons for
Some of the partners helped au- the packaging, medical and bevertomate the process. After a cam- age markets, including PET-Lineera check for quality, robots re- brand preform systems for up to
move the finished pails and stack 144 cavities.
them on a conveyor belt. The
Based in Näfels, Switzerland,
stacks of pails are then packed since 1961, Netstal employs more
into boxes by a collaborative box- than 500 people worldwide. The
ing robot.
company, which is certified for
Birchler summed up the auto- ISO 9001, has been part of the
mation like this: “There will be KraussMaffei Group since 1992.
the main linear robot for the IML
and takeout process followed by
a six-axis robot who will process
the vision inspection (reject of
bad parts if necessary) and stacking of the pails. A cobot will be occupied with boxing of the stacks
into provided trollies.”

Accreditation coming

Plastics News photos by Caroline Seidel

Plastic, paper
molded together in
project to cut plastic
packaging content
By Catherine Kavanaugh
Plastics News Staff
Swiss injection molding machine builder Netstal Group and
its partners have designed a
package with reduced plastic content for keeping food like yogurt,
cheese, ice cream and salads.

The collaboration between
eight companies resulted in a
round pail with a paper chassis
for German packaging manufacturer Spies Kunststoffe GmbH.
Produced with a Netstal Elion
2200-1000 injection molding machine, the pails consist of a polypropylene rim and skeleton with

a wall thickness of 0.92 millimeters bonded to a PP-coated cardboard band.
“The cardboard band serves
not only as an outer cover but
also takes over the protective
function of the contents through
the coating,” Michael Birchler,
head of marketing and communi-
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The partners are producing
the pails with a Elion 2200 press
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Netstal’s Elion 2200
at Fakuma 2021 in
Friedrichshafen, Germany.
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Erema
Continued from Page 1
the Fakuma trade show. “I wish
everybody a lot of business because we have so many things
now. Recycling is coming from a
niche product to mainstream.”
Erema Engineering Recycling
is the largest business portion
for the Erema Group, making up
some 86 percent sales. The Ansfelden, Austria-based firm already has orders stretching well
into next year.
Clicking off names of other recycling equipment makers, the managing director said there is enough
business for them all to succeed
these days thanks to the intersection of politics and public will.
“The main driving point is the
economical situation combined
with the political situation. The
target of more of the brand owners is we want to have a circle
economy, we want to use recycled
material on a high-level basis, not
the downstream,” he said.
With public sentiment becoming more receptive to recycled-content packaging, Erema
has seen sales increase by 23 percent during the latest fiscal year
and by an average of more than 15
percent during the last four years.
Many brand owners have come
out with plastic recycling-content goals for 2025, and this is
helping spur demand for more
equipment to help meet higher

Erema Engineering
Recycling is the
largest business
portion for the
Erema Group,
making up some
86 percent sales.
The Ansfelden,
Austria-based firm
already has orders
stretching well into
next year.
supply expectations.
Increasing demand for additional PET recycling capacity has
been the major driver for Erema
in recent years, but Heitzinger
said he expects polyolefin capacity demand soon will start having
a larger influence on the recycling
equipment market.
But meeting this higher demand for equipment has been
no cakewalk for Erema. Supply
chain issues caused by COVID-19
continue, and Erema still has
twice-weekly meetings just to discuss issues.
Problems started thanks to
the ongoing worldwide shortage
of computer chips that has severely impacted many segments.
But supply issues stretch well

CEO Michael
Heitzinger
from Erema at
Fakuma 2021 in
Friedrichshafen,
Germany.
Plastics News photo by
Caroline Seidel

beyond electronics for Erema,
Heitzinger said.
“We talk about simple parts like
copper wiring. … We talk about …
everything,” the managing director said. “We don’t even have the
stainless steel for the electrical

cabinets for making the covers.
We’ve waited months for wiring
for the U.S. market.”
The company’s twice-weekly
meetings allow company officials to figure out alternate plans
when necessary. “This is a very

difficult part, because normally
we try to have everything ready,”
Heitzinger said.
Travel restrictions brought on
by COVID-19 also have caused
Erema to reconsider its approach
regarding installation and support
of machinery installed around the
world. The company, historically,
would dispatch technicians from
Austria to handle these duties.
But Erema has altered that
approach through its network
of 56 sales agents around the
globe. The company has encouraged these independent
agents, who receive commission when they sell equipment,
to hire their own technicians to
avoid COVID-19 travel delays instituted by each country.
These technicians then work
in conjunction with Erema’s own
technical staff as needed. About
60 percent of all independent
sales reps for Erema now have
their own locally based technician, Heitzinger said.
Even with the hiring of these
new technicians to work on Erema equipment, the managing
director said growth in the company in recent years means no
Austria-based technical staff has
been eliminated.
In fact, he said, the company is having trouble attracting
enough qualified people overall
to help meet growth needs. Erema has hired more than 100 people during the last four years and
now has about 600 workers.
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Sumitomo (SHI) Demag on
track for record sales in 2021
SUMITOMO (SHI)
DEMAG PLASTICS
MACHINERY
GMBH
Hall B1, Booth
B1-1105

Schwaig, Germany-based
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag
expects sales to hit 808
million euros ($937 million) if
this year’s trend continues.
Plastics News photo by Caroline Seidel

By Catherine Kavanaugh
Plastics News Staff
Sales of injection molding
machines built by Sumitomo
(SHI) Demag Plastics Machinery
GmbH are forecast to surpass
pre-pandemic levels and could
reach an all-time high in 2021 as
demand continues to increase
for all-electric models.
The Schwaig, Germany-based
company expects sales to hit
808 million euros ($937 million)
if this year’s trend continues.
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag sells
about 7,000 presses annually
and is the third-largest injection
molding machine builder in the
world behind Haitian and Engel.
The medical and packaging
markets comprise about twothirds of sales and the electronics market has picked up,
according to Sumitomo (SHI)
Demag CEO Gerd Liebig.
“We are very close to the fight
against the pandemic,” Liebig
said of the medical market. “We
offer many solutions in the U.S.,
Europe and China for the whole
range of possibilities for test for
coronavirus and now the vaccination campaign. For customers in Europe, the main focus
is pipette tips, and we are very
strong in this.”
In the electronic segment,
half of Sumitomo (SHI) Demag’s
customers serve the automotive market and half produce
building-related products, such
as lighting, Liebig said.
Meanwhile, the packaging
market is under some pressure
right now because of higher resin prices for materials like polypropylene and polyethylene. Liebig said the company is seeing
some hesitation to invest.
“In packaging, the material
price is very important,” he said,
noting this market dynamic could
keep the company from setting an
all-time highest sales rate.
If that’s the case, sales would
likely be about 800 million euros
($928.5 million), which would
be about the same as the 2018

record year.
He expects the move toward
tethered caps to create new demand for the company.
“Customers are investing in
molds. I see the trend. That will
start the end of this year, and it
will influence the packaging industry in the next year,” Liebig
said. “We are No. 1 in packaging
in the world. We are extremely
strong in thin walls and the caps
and closures.”

A complete package
Post-pandemic trends indicate packaging producers are
concerned about sustainability and the cost and quality of
green packaging, which company officials said tends to be less
expensive because of the trend
to use less material and integrate processes like foaming.
For Fakuma 2021, Sumitomo
(SHI) Demag brought the El-Exis SP 250 and is demonstrating
a cup application made from an
International Sustainability and
Carbon Certification Plus-certified polypropylene material.
ISCC Plus certification is a globally recognized system for providing traceability of recycled
and renewable-based materials
across the supply chain.
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag’s trade
fair slogan is Act! “Sustainably”
and officials said the El-Exis SP
series underpins its production
innovations and mission statement that only machines and
equipment that are compatible
with ecological and corporate
social responsibility credentials
will be considered for production projects moving forward.

Other demonstrations
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag also is
demonstrating all-electric injection molding machines for LSR,
medical and in-mold decoration
applications.
The company unveiled an elastomer injection molding system
featuring an Elect 130/520-450

with an LSR package and Servomix Z200 metering
system from partner Nexus Elastomer
Systems
GmbH in Eberstalzell, Austria.
A demonstration
system is producing a complex automotive seal.
The seal is designed to be molded using a “direct
gate” without material closure, according to Henrik
Langwald, director of automotive
and electronics.
Sumitomo
(SHI) Demag also
has a production
cell for technical
medical
parts
featuring the IntElect S 100/460250 with an automation system
from Waldorf Technik GmbH
of Engen, Germany. The cell is
based on the German partner’s
patented Vario Tip FSS (floor
space saving) system.

Condition monitoring
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag also
is launching a series of permanent machine status condition
monitoring systems aimed at
reducing maintenance costs
while maintaining reliability.
The systems can determine the
actual degree of wear and tear,
enabling early detection and
maintenance planning toward
the end of the service life of the
injection molding machine.
With condition monitoring,
complex processes can be analyzed directly on the machine,
making it possible to monitor
critical parameters.
At Fakuma 2021, the company
is presenting three options that
can be implemented across all
series. The first helps to keep
all-electric machines permanently energy-efficient and powerful.
Another serves to optimize hydraulic machine oil parameters
and maintain component quality.
The third reliably monitors control voltage across the entire injection molding machine series.
For hydraulic machines, where
oil usage enables trouble-free operation but can also signal problems, Sumitomo (SHI) Demag
offers additional measurement
sensors for monitoring two parameters during machine operation. One is a monitor that continuously records the number
and size of particles contained
in the fluid. The second is a measuring device that detects the
physical properties of the oil,
such as the water content, permittivity and conductivity.
Based on these measured values, the lubricant age can be
determined via internal algorithms, according to Jan Taufer,
project manager for condition

monitoring. Prospective problems can be addressed before
the chemical properties change
to the extent that trouble-free
operation can no longer be
guaranteed, Taufer added.
For reliable power supply,
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag offers a
system for monitoring the 24 V
control voltage of the injection
molding machines across the
entire series. This is achieved
by a power supply unit and intelligent circuit breakers that
communicate with the machine
control. The actual and effective
cycle current can be monitored
in real time.
“Consequently,
potentially
critical peaks or generally high
utilization rates can be identified and countermeasures
can be initiated at the earliest
stage,” Taufer said.

For medical processors
Another trade fair exhibit was
designed to produce medical insulin syringe caps on a 16-cavity mold in a 6-second cycle time
with a fully automated work cell
that is networked and offers digital quality control.
After taking the syringe caps
from the injection molding machine, a removal gripper transfers them in order into a sliding
table. From there, the caps are
placed into racks, maintaining
the sorting of each individual
cavity. After filling, the parts are
checked for possible damage
using a Kitov camera, said Anatol Sattel, director of business
development medical.
“At the point of ejecting all
16 parts, the system features a
quality assurance station,” he
added. “A Sawyer cobot then
waits at the outlet of the system
and removes the filled racks
from the system.”
In the near future, Sumitomo
(SHI) Demag plans to develop
assistance apps for setting up
and optimizing processes along
with a material and knowledge
library and simulation tools
for advanced
settings and
deeper
insights into the
processes.
“Our vision
is an intelligent machine
that can independently
make predictions
about
part quality,
Liebig
machine wear
and
failures
and perform optimizations online,” Sattel said. “This enables
process consistency to be increased, improvement in product quality and maintenance to
be adjusted accordingly.”
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag officials say the exhibit also
demonstrates the company’s
competence in mass-producing
medical applications with extremely tight tolerances.

Meet ‘SAM,’
Sumitomo’s
own robot
By Catherine Kavanaugh
Plastics News Staff
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag Plastics
Machinery GmbH introduced its
own robot series for handle-andplace applications.
The new SAM-C — think Sumitomo Demag, automation machine
and Cartesian for the name — is
debuting in four payload sizes of
3, 5, 10 and 20 kilograms.
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag has
been using robot technology to
automate its injection molding
machines since the middle of the
1990s. But until now, the company relied on external partners, including Sepro Group.
Going forward, Sumitomo (SHI)
Demag is expanding its range of
automation solutions with proprietary robots. Central components, such as the drives, are
sourced from the Lafert Group, an
Italy-based Sumitomo Drive Technologies subsidiary.
The change is in response to
increased demand for more automation from key customers,
according to Jürgen Schulze,
Sumitomo Demag’s director of
automation.
A study indicated injection
molding machine buyers want
flexible standardized production
solutions that need less intervention and maintenance while fitting
inside small footprints.
Sumitomo (SHI) Demag plans
to expand the platform in phases
over the next two years.
“The shortage of skilled workers and the desired variety of
products will accelerate this even
further,” Schulze said.
The Sepro partnership will be
maintained within the new Sumitomo Robotics platform. But
by having its own SAM robots
brand, Sumitomo is meeting a
strategic goal to provide technology specifically for its machines. Schulze added.
“Today’s customer requirements have meant that we wanted a very production-oriented
solution and not a ‘me-too’ product,” he said.
For one project, Sumitomo (SHI)
Demag succeeded in engineering
the smallest automated injection
molding cell with a robot and material handling technology.
The cell uses Sumitomo (SHI)
Demag’s in-house servo-motor
technology,
low-maintenance
drive and guide technology and
energy-efficient vacuum technology. The robots’ controls are integrated into the injection molding
unit to optimize production.
To meet Industry 4.0 and smart
manufacturing requirements, the
robot’s communication system,
intelligent sensors and actuators
can be connected to the automation system.
The new SAM robots were designed specifically for injection
molding machines with clamping force sizes between 50-500
tons. The robots are suited for
standard applications with cycle
times of 10 seconds and higher.
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Recycling

Andrea Kossmann said that
even during the height of
the pandemic, approaching
European Union regulations
requiring recycled content
in PET beverage bottles
drove business for Gneuss
Kunststofftechnik GmbH.

Continued from Page 1
themselves as being ecologically friendly to consumers who
have developed a strong interest in the issue regarding the
products they buy. She indicated residents throughout Europe
are more and more interested in
sustainability, but the focus is
even more intense in countries
including Germany, Austria and
Switzerland.
“It’s a lot of pressure now as
our climate is getting worse and
worse and everyone is aware of
it,” Kossman said about citizens
wanting more environmentally
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It’s a lot of
pressure now
as our climate is
getting worse and
worse and everyone
is aware of it.”
Andrea Kossmann
Gneuss Kunststofftechnik
GmbH

friendly products.
One particular group is instrumental in creating change
and expects companies to move
away from any older ways that
were not as environmentally
aware, she said. “Younger people are saying you can’t do that
anymore.”
Regulations as well as this
public pressure and interest are
working together to create demand for recycled products. And
that creates the need for more
plastic recycling equipment.
Starlinger & Co. GmbH sees a
direct correlation between increased business and the two
factors that Kossman cited.
Companies, Starlinger Regional
Sales Manager Armin Villa said,
are eager to add recycled content to their packaging to satisfy
consumer demand.
“We, as a machine supplier,
are very happy — obviously,” he
said about demand for PET recycling equipment. Starlinger has
sold out manufacturing capacity
for the past year in that segment.
“We’ve been quite successful in
the market. We are happy with
what is happening in the market.
There is a question of how long
will this last,” Villa said.
Recycling equipment manuJust
Announced!
facturers
are not without challenges,
however,
as the
impact
Tom
Salmon
(Photo
attached)
of COVID-19 continues. While
CEO
demand for machinery remains
strong,
there still are worldwide
Berry
Global
transportation difficulties creatThe
Landscape: Growth Opportu
ing Current
logistics headaches.
Shipping lead times have
stretched out and there are no
guarantees on transport pricing
and ultimately availability these
days, Villa said.
Over at Lindner Washtech, demand for machinery has been
strong for a solid year after the
initial impacts of COVID-19 wore
off, said Sales Manager Marcel
Willberg.
COVID-19 initially brought order postponements and delays
from customers, but that all
changed by last fall, he said.
Lindner Washtech saw business double compared with the
initial months of COVID-19 and is
up this year over 2019 numbers.
“First of all, [recycling] plants
are getting bigger. In the past,
the washing capacity was on the
smaller amounts,” he said. And
not only are customers ordering
larger-capacity machines, they
also are buying more machines
as well. “We can be happy with
the current situation.”
Consumer demand, Willberg
agreed, is helping drive the recycling equipment market as those
buyers are proving to brand
owners that they are willing to
pay a premium for products that
use recycled content in their
packaging.
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